Research on the growth of online social systems not only is interesting in its own right, but also yields insights for website management and web crawling. Traditional models that describing the growth of online systems can be divided between linear and nonlinear versions. Linear models, including the BA model, assume that the average activity of users in a system is a constant independent of system size. Hence the total activity is a linear function of the system size. On the contrary, nonlinear models suggest that the average activity is affected by the system size and the total activity is a nonlinear function of the system size. In the current study, we obtain supporting evidence for the nonlinear growth assumption from data on Internet users' file sharing and blogging behavior. We find that there is a power law relationship between the activity F and the system size P, which can be expressed as F ~ P  (> 1). We call this pattern accelerating growth and analytically attribute it to time-variant diversity in individual activities. We also show that a greater diversity leads to a faster growth.
Introduction
In the research literature, there are two kinds of models describing the growth of online social systems: linear and nonlinear. Linear models suggest that the expectation value of individual activities M is a constant independent of the system size (i.e., population) P. As a consequence, the total amount of activity F = MP is a linear function of P. For example, in the BA model for social network evolution [1] , the average degree is a constant parameter. On the contrary, nonlinear models argue that the size of the system has an effect on individual activities [2] , which leads to a nonlinear relationship between F and P. The assumption of nonlinear growth is supported by findings in different online activities including game playing [3] , resource recommendation [4] , collaborative programming [5] and tagging [6] .
Moreover, evidence on the nonlinear nature of human collective behavior is also seen in offline systems, such as cities and countries [7] [8] , academic groups [9] , sexual networks [10] , and so on.
In the current study, we investigate two online behavior data and obtain supporting evidence for the nonlinear growth model. We find that within a system, the total activity (F) of members is a power law function of the system size (or population, P) with a constant exponent , which is named as "allometric scaling" in previous studies in ecology [11] [12] [13] , linguistics [14] [15] , and economics [8] [16] . We also find that in the two online systems under study, which means that the total activity grows faster than the system size does. We call this pattern "accelerating growth" and relate the growth rate (to the diversity of individual activities (1/, which remains constant over time within a system, but differs across systems. It is observed that the greater the diversity, the faster the total activity of the system grows.
The above regularities exist across many types of online systems.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the empirical accelerating growth patterns in two online systems. In section 3, we analytically connect accelerating growth rate with the diversity of individual activities 1/, and justify our deduction with empirical data and simulation. In section 4, a more general index (H) for diversity is proposed to replace 1/and is verified by numerical simulation. In the final section, we briefly summarize our findings and discuss possible applications of accelerating growth in online social systems.
2. Accelerating growth of online social systems Figure 1 . Accelerating growth in two online social systems (Blue points for P2P and green points for Blog). Each point is plotted by counting the total activity (y) and the population of active user (x) in a system on each day. It should be noted that, in the real-time evolution of these systems, the size of the system fluctuates. That is, the system size may not increase monotonously, but switches between surges and decays. The scaling exponent estimated by ordinary least square (OLS) regression in log-log axis is drawn in dark line for eye guidance. Our data cover two types of online behaviors, including blogging activities of a random sample of 2,000 users on a website (Blog) and file sharing activities of 6.2 million users using a peer-to-peer file sharing system (P2P). In each system, we define P as the number of active users (rather than the total users registered because a large portion of the latter are inactive) per day and F the total activity generated by the active users. It should be noted that the units of F are different in the two systems: F refers to blog articles in Blog and file downloading activities in P2P. The detailed information of the two systems is summarized in Table 1 .
To test linear and nonlinear growth assumptions, we investigate the relationship between F and P in each system. We find the power law relationships between F and P in both systems, which can be expressed as
Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression is used to estimate the value of  in Eq. relationship between the average activity M and the system size P, since M = F/P ~ P  P  . As  > 1 and  > 0 in the data, the expected value of individual activities is not a constant; instead, it increases with the system size. Comparing the  in our data with those reported in previous studies sheds lights on the accelerating nature of human collective behavior [7] [8] [9] [16] . The phenomenon that average activities (e.g., average salary or average walking speed of pedestrians) increase with city population has been well studied [7] [16], which is often used to explain the different paces of urban and rural life. Similar patterns also include GDP per capita that increases with country size [8] and the average length of references in publications that increases with the scale of scientific collaboration network [9] . However, most of the  observed offline are smaller than their counterparts online. For instance, the average activity usually scales to the system size with a  range from 0 ~ 0.35 in offline systems [7] [8] whereas  found in our study can be greater than 0.65 (in P2P). Given a population, a larger  means higher average activity. Therefore the growth of system size may lead to a sharper increase of average activity online than offline.
As reported in
Then, why is there accelerating growth and what determines the value of  (or )? Although several models have been proposed to answer the questions [15] [17] [18] , there is still lack of a unified framework explaining the origin of accelerating growth.
In our study, we find that the accelerating growth may stem from stable (or time-invariant) diversity in individual activities. In the next section, we will explain how diversity leads to accelerating growth in details.
Diversity as an origin of accelerating growth
In the literature, patterns of nonlinear growth are studied in different fields separately. The best known findings on nonlinear growth include two empirical laws, Kleiber' s law in ecology and Heaps' law in linguistics. Kleiber's law predicts that, for the majority of biological individuals, their total energy consumption scales to body mass with an exponent of 0.75 [11] [12] . Heaps' law claims that, in written documents, word vocabulary scales to the length of document with an exponent ranging from 0.6 to 0.9 [14] [15] . The generalization of Kleiber's law to human communities [16] and confirmation of Heaps' law in online social tagging [6] and searching systems [15] suggest that there may be a unified explanation of nonlinear growth.
To summarize all nonlinear growth patterns in a unified framework, we propose that, in agents' collective behavior, the total cost scales to the system size with an exponent smaller than 1 and the total activity scales to the system size with an exponent greater than 1. Here agents can be cells, words, or individuals. For instance, in Kleiber's law and Heaps' law, we view energy and word vocabulary as the cost, body mass and length of document as the system size, respectively. This idea is inspired by [7] [16], which find that in urban cities material cost scales to population sub-linearly and social activity scales to population super-linearly.
Many models have been proposed to explain the nonlinear growth phenomenon, but few can be generalized across different fields of study. Some ecologists suggest that Kleiber's law originates from the self-similar network structure of biological individuals [11] whereas others believe that Kleiber's law can be derived from a metabolic network that minimizes transportation cost [18] . Different from network models in ecology, distribution models are proposed in linguistics to explain Heaps' law. Some scholars suggest that a skewed distribution of word occurrence will leads to non-linear growth in word vocabulary [15] . Similar ideas are seen in studies on the growth of family name [19] and open source software [5] . In our study, we attribute accelerating growth of online social systems to the time-invariant diversity of the systems. The diversity is quantified as the reciprocal ratio of exponent in power law distribution of individual activities. Our analytical analysis of the correlation between diversity (1/) and accelerating growth rate () is both verified by empirical data and numerical simulations. Our distribution model, which is not confined to network context, can be used to describe activity of agents other than human individuals (e.g., cells and words) and generalized to fields such as ecology and linguistics.
3.1 Time-invariant power law distribution in online social systems To figure out why the average activity of a system changes with the system size, we explore the distributions of user daily activities in the two systems. It turns out the distributions approach a straight line in log-log axis, suggesting a model of power law distribution. We use f to denote individual activities per day and n(f) the number of users who generate such activities. Then the PDF (probability distribution function) of f be expressed as
In which C t varies over time. In Eq.3 the value of is set to be greater than one, since the CDF (cumulative distribution function) of power law distribution (Eq.3), called
Pareto distribution [20] , is also a power law distribution with an exponent - = 1 -< 0. In Figure 2 , we draw 3 samples of daily distributions for both systems. It turns out that, when the system size (population) increases, the distributions move toward the right hand in parallel. For example, in the 3 samples of P2P system, the values of C t estimated by OLS are 5087, 32343, and 81569, respectively, and the values of  are -1.45, -1.49, and -1.42, respectively. Hence, we conjecture that the value of C t (in Eq.
3) is only determined by the system size, and  is a size invariant constant. In other words, all the daily empirical distributions can be rescaled and collapse to the same theoretical curve if the variance of system size is controlled. We call the theoretical curve time-invariant power law distribution, since its shape does not change over time.
What makes the system maintain a time-invariant distribution in the temporal evolution? This is an open question. However, this phenomenon is by no means trivial, especially when we notice that power law distribution is not so easy to maintain compared with normal distribution that only requires the independent and identity assumption in stochastic process. We propose that the time-invariant power law distribution can give rise to accelerating growth. This assumption is supported by analytical analysis in section 3.2 and verified by numerical simulations in section 4.
However, we first need to derive the function of time-invariant distribution.
As in online systems, there is usually only one user who generates the maximum activity, that is
With Eq. 4, we can rewrite Eq. 3 as
Eq. 5 is the function of time-invariant power law distribution. As mentioned, all empirical daily distributions are supposed to collapse to one curve after rescaling.
Therefore, in both systems under study, we collapse daily distributions together with Eq. 5 and estimate the values of . According to the large values of adjusted R 2 shown in Table 2 , our assumption about time-invariant distribution is plausible. The rescaling results of three samples of daily distribution in each system are plotted in the subsets of Figure 2 . As we know, given a distribution function, the relationship between system size (population) () P n f df   and total activity () F n f fdf   is predictable. Since we show above the existence of time-invariant power law distribution, we can deduce time-invariant relationship between P and F as follows.
As F max >>1 in empirical data,
ThereforeFP , 1   , θ  0. The greater  is, the more closely  approaches to 1.
. And smaller  leads to greater .
To sum up, we derive that (11) According to Eq. 11, we suggest that if a system maintains a time-invariant power law distribution with an exponent < 2, it will show property of accelerating growth (with a growth rate ). As power law distribution is famous for its high diversity (i.e., quantitative difference in individual activities in the system), and smaller means higher diversity, we can view 1/ as an index for diversity and claim that greater diversity leads to a faster growth. In Fig. 3 , we find the theoretical function of γ on 1/ (Eq. 11) is consistent with empirical data and simulation results.
Can the connection between diversity and accelerating growth be generalized to systems of other distributions? If yes, what should be the index for diversity? In the nest section, we will propose Shannon entropy (H) as a more general index for diversity than 1/ , and validate the connection between diversity and accelerating growth in numerical simulations.
Shannon entropy: a general index for diversity
As aforementioned, a power law distribution with an exponent smaller than 2 will leads to accelerating growth. In other words, accelerating growth usually appears in systems that are diverse in resources or activities distribution.
Does the connection between diversity and accelerating growth also exist in systems of non-power-law distributions? To answer the question, we numerically simulate systems of seven distributions and observe the growth rate () of these systems. The detailed information of simulation is listed in Table 3 . According to Table 3 , both of the Pareto distribution with an exponent between 0 ~ 1 and the lognormal distribution give rise to accelerating growth (i.e.,  > 1). The observation that Pareto distribution with an exponent between 0 ~ 1 leads to accelerating growth is consistent with our prediction (Eq. 11), since Pareto distribution, which can be viewed as the cumulative distribution of power law distribution (with an exponent ,
However, our deduction on the function of on  (Eq. 11) can't be used to explain the accelerating growth in systems of lognormal distribution. If we want to justify the claim that diversity leads to accelerating growth in this case, we need to seek for another index for diversity other than 1/. Shannon entropy, which is supposed to be a good index for measuring diversity [21] , seems to be an ideal candidate for our exploration. We can analyze the connection between and H in the case of power law distribution, calculate the threshold of H (H t ) by the maximum value ofthat obey the requirement of accelerating growth (< 2), and see whether H t can also be applied in the case of lognormal distribution.
According to [22] , in power law distribution f(x) = C -1
x - (-1), the value of entropy H is
Where k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 are constant coefficients to be estimated. In Fig. 4 , we show the value of H given by numerical simulations. It is observed that, the value of H increases with the value of C and decreases with the value of . By fitting the simulated curves and getting the functions of H on  conditioned by C, we can calculate the value of entropy threshold H t as 0.586, which is achieved when C reaches its minimum value 1 and reaches its maximum value 2. According to Fig. 5 , it seems plausible to apply the value of H t in the case of lognormal distribution, which only shows the property of accelerating growth when the entropy of the distribution is greater than H t . However, the connection between diversity (H) and accelerating growth () can not be generalized to systems of distributions besides power law and lognormal, since even though the entropy of the systems governed by these distributions exceeds H t , it is still impossible to find accelerating growth in these systems. The answer seems to be positive. In Figure 6 , we provide results from a new dataset (webpage browsing behavior, or "View") to illustrate accelerating growth patterns in additional online systems. Collected from Google's web traffic statistics on top 1,000
websites around the world in November 2010
(http://www.google.com/adplanner/static/top1000/), View is different from P2P and Blog in several aspects. For example, there is only one website in a system in P2P and
Blog, but 1,000 websites in View, which can be classified into 208 types according to Google's criteria. Meanwhile, In P2P and Blog, the activity F and the active population P are counted daily whereas the two variables are counted monthly in View.
To understand the similarity among P2P, Blog, and View, we can regard P2P and Blog as a temporal zooming vision of a data point in View. Interestingly, we find that the accelerating growth patterns found in P2P and Blog also exist in View ( Figure 6 ).
Moreover, the value of accelerating rate  seems to be robust across different time intervals and various types of websites.
As a quantitative rule, it is easy for accelerating growth to find its applications in website management or web crawling. For instance, by analyzing web traffic data to estimate the value of , we can predict the traffic on a website with a given active population. Hence this rule will help website designers to plan their web server capacity accordingly. Also, we can compare  between websites with equivalent functions and benchmark the most efficient one for other websites. Another lesson from the assumption that "diversity leads to accelerating growth" is that, diversity can hardly be gained by design, but results from user choices. What webmasters and designers can do is to keep the threshold as low as possible to attract users as diverse as possible, which may lead to maximum diversity and fastest growth in use activities.
All findings in this study lead us to believe that accelerating growth is a universal pattern in online social systems. According to the data presented in the paper, we predict that time-invariant long-tail distribution model can be applied in all systems that show the accelerating growth property. This prediction needs more empirical studies for cross-validation. In addition, several questions remain unsolved . For example, why can online social systems maintain a time-interval long-tail distribution?
Why is accelerating rate  robust to variance of time interval and website types? These are interesting questions worth further exploration. 
